Workshop on
Image Processing using SCILAB
February 25, 2017

Objective
The Scope of this one day workshop Program is to provide brief introduction to Image Processing & SCILAB followed by hands on experience in Image Processing using SCILAB, an open source alternative for MATLAB.

Course Module
✓ Image Processing & Scilab Introduction
✓ Scripts and Functions
✓ Scilab Operators
✓ Scilab Programming Examples
✓ Scilab toolboxes

Registration Details:
IEEE Members : Rs. 100/-
Non Members : Rs. 200/-
DD Can be taken in favor of PIT IEEE Payable at Chennai.
Spot payment can be done with prior notification.
No Spot Registration.

To reserve your seat, please register @ https://goo.gl/orTWFQ
For details, please visit: www.pit.ac.in or Call @ 9894096048

TIME: 8.30 A.M to 12.30 P.M